
               READ THIS FIRST  
Congratulations on your purchase of the Slubb masturbator. This unique tool, for novelty use only,  

was designed for your pleasure by two German kinksters.  To get the most out of the device, make 

sure to read and follow all of the instructions, use lube, keep the strap loose, the intensity low,  

and avoid using your Slubb over irritated skin.  You will come to understand why the Professional 

Dom community prefers this masturbation tool over any other.  

Quick Start 

• Fully charge the battery pack until there are 3 green LED’s (see instructions). 

• Attach the Slubb attachment (see instructions). 

• Adjust the Slubb attachment so that it loosely fits over the penis. 

• Lubricate the penis with a silicone-based lube (condoms are recommended for initial play).  

• Begin with the lowest level of vibration (Level 1). 

• Slowly move the Slubb from the base to the head, remaining where it feels best for a few moments then move the Slubb back 

to the base. Repeat, as desired.  

• Adjust the power setting to make the experience fantastic from your own point of view (low power is preferred by most us-

ers).  

• When done, remove the Slubb attachment from the machine. 

• Clean the Slubb attachment and the Slubb, (see instructions). 

• Store the Slubb and the machine in a dry location out of direct heat or sunlight.  

USING THE SLUBB 

IMPORTANT. Silicone lubrication is preferred for proper and safe use.  

To guarantee optimal pleasure, use the Slubb masturbator with a silicone-based lubricant, and add as needed.  DO NOT use min-

eral oils or fats as lubricant to avoid damaging the belt! A water-based lubricant works too, but the water evaporates quickly, 

which is why we suggest silicone, which lasts longer and works better to give you a pleasurable time without interruption. The use 

of lubricant protects both your skin and the rubber strap. 

IMPORTANT. DO NOT use the Slubb on irritated body parts or over irritated skin. Also, overuse of the Slubb could irritate the skin. 

It is a  good practice to inspect the penis before using the Slubb to ensure that the skin is not broken or irritated.  We recommend 

using a condom as an extra protection against abrasion to begin with.  

Getting Started 

Keep the anatomy in mind as you use the Slubb. The erection nerves live at the base of the penis, and the ejaculation nerves, live 

just below the glans (head). To get started, for a correct fit, the Slubb should be adjusted to fit loosely around the erect penis be-

cause the penis will become very engorged. Adjust the loop by making sure to you can fit at least a finger between the strap and 

the penis. Because the penis gets very engorged during use, pay attention to the fit and stop using the Slubb to adjust the strap to 

a correct fit, as needed.  Inspect the penis for irritation before resuming play.  



Getting Started Continued: Before using the Slubb, apply lubricant liberally over the penis. Next, lower the strap over 

the penis and slide it down to the base. Turn the machine on at the lowest vibration (Level 1). We have found that Level 1 is the 

preferred operational level for most users. As you get used to the vibration, move the strap  evenly and slowly from base of the 

penis, up the shaft to the glans. When you find a location near the glans that feels good, remain there for a moment before go-

ing back down along the shaft toward the base. Remain there for a moment and then repeat the process, as desired. After a few 

passes, you will  find a location on the penis, typically near the glans, that is particularly stimulating, pause there for a moment 

before moving the Slubb along. Continue slowly moving the strap up and down with pauses as desired until satisfied. You can 

adjust the intensity by increasing or decreasing the vibration speed. We recommend that you make vibration adjustments slow-

ly, and when you experiment with the speed settings, you will find a setting that works best for you. Always begin each session 

on Level 1 which most people find satisfying.  

ADJUSTMENT OF THE SLUBB 

To prepare your Slubb, insert the strap sliding the end through the guide so it makes a loop. Push the strap far enough through 

the guide to allow the loop to reach the desired diameter and secure. 

Before securing the strap, make sure that the loop is loose around the penis, the desired effect is best achieved with a light 

touch. Allow the space between the Slubb and the penis of at least the thickness of a finger before you secure the end of the 

strap with the holes on the clamp heads. We cannot emphasize this enough. The strap must not be tight around the penis be-

cause the penis will establish more girth during use, and also because over tightening will likely cause skin irritation.  

Power on/off 

The on/off switch is located on the top of the device. 

Power on/off: Slide the switch forward to position 1, or back to position 0 

Speed Selection 

The speed is variable and can be controlled using the speed controller. You can vary the speed in a Range between 5,000 rpm 

(Level 1), and 19,000 rpm (Level 6). 

Please proceed with caution. This device is intended for novelty use only and it is advised that you read the entire 

instruction manual and follow the guidance so that you can enjoy safe, sane and consensual play. Use the Slubb at your own risk.  

Enjoy the Slubb!! 


